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1. 

DRIVING METHOD AND DRIVING DEVICE 
FOR DISCHARGE LAMP, LIGHT SOURCE 
DEVICE, AND IMAGE DISPLAY DEVICE 

BACKGROUND 

1. Technical Field 
The present invention relates to a technique of driving a 

discharge lamp that lights by discharge between electrodes. 
2. Related Art 
A high-intensity discharge lamp. Such as a high-pressure 

gas discharge lamp, is used as a light source for an image 
display device. Such as a projector. As a method of making the 
high-intensity discharge lamp light, an alternating current 
(AC lamp current) is Supplied to the high-intensity discharge 
lamp. Thus, in order to improve the stability of light arc 
occurring within a high-intensity discharge lamp when Sup 
plying an AC lamp current to make the high-intensity dis 
charge lamp light, JP-T-2004-525496 proposes to supply to 
the high-intensity discharge lamp an AC lamp current which 
has an almost constant absolute value and of which a pulse 
width ratio between a pulse width of a positive pulse and a 
pulse width of a negative pulse is modulated. 

However, even if the high-intensity discharge lamp is made 
to light by performing pulse width modulation of the AClamp 
current, it may be difficult to stabilize the light arc depending 
on a state of an electrode of the high-intensity discharge lamp, 
for example, in a case where a discharge electrode has dete 
riorated. This problem is not limited to the high-intensity 
discharge lamp but is common in various kinds of discharge 
lamps that emit light by arc discharge between electrodes. 

SUMMARY 

An advantage of some aspects of the invention is to make a 
discharge lamp light more stably. 

According to an aspect of the invention, a driving method 
for a discharge lamp that lights by performing discharge 
between two electrodes while alternately switching a polarity 
of a voltage applied between the two electrodes includes: 
modulating an anode duty ratio, which is a ratio of an anode 
time for which one of the electrodes operates as an anode in 
one period of the polarity Switching, within a predetermined 
range; and changing the predetermined range to make a maxi 
mum value of the modulated anode duty ratio higher than a 
maximum value of an initial anode duty ratio of the discharge 
lamp when a predetermined condition is satisfied. 

According to the aspect of the invention, when the prede 
termined condition is satisfied, the maximum value of the 
anode duty ratio is set to be higher than the initial anode duty 
ratio. By setting the anode duty ratio high, the temperature of 
the tip of the electrode at which discharge occurs rises. Then, 
the tip of the electrode melts to form a dome-like projection. 
The arc between the electrodes of the discharge lamp gener 
ally occurs from the projection formed as described above. 
Accordingly, since the arc occurrence position is stabilized, 
the discharge lamp lights more stably. 

In the driving method for a discharge lamp described 
above, preferably, a change width of the anode duty ratio per 
change of the anode duty ratio is constant in the modulation of 
the anode duty ratio. In addition, preferably, when the prede 
termined condition is satisfied, the maximum value of the 
anode duty ratio is increased by increasing the number of 
times of change for increasing the anode duty ratio in one 
modulation period for which the modulation is performed. 

In this case, the maximum value of the anode duty ratio is 
increased by increasing the number of times of change of 
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2 
anode duty ratio for increasing the anode duty ratio in one 
modulation period when modulating the anode duty ratio. 
Accordingly, in a state where the maximum value of the 
anode duty ratio is higher, a time taken for the anode duty ratio 
to reach the maximum value can be shortened. As a result, 
since an excessive temperature increase in the electrode can 
be suppressed, deterioration of the electrode can be Sup 
pressed. 

In the driving method for a discharge lamp described 
above, preferably, the discharge lamp has a condition in 
which an operating temperature of one of the two electrodes 
is higher than that of the other electrode, and an anode duty 
ratio in the one electrode is set to be lower than that in the 
other electrode. 

In this case, the anode duty ratio in the one electrode whose 
operating temperature increases is set to be lower than that in 
the other electrode. Accordingly, since the excessive tempera 
ture increase in the electrode whose operating temperature 
increases is Suppressed, deterioration of the electrode can be 
Suppressed. 

In this case, preferably, the discharge lamp has a reflecting 
mirror that reflects light emitted between the electrodes 
toward the other electrode side. 
By providing the reflecting mirror, heat radiation from the 

electrode on a side at which the reflecting mirror is provided 
can be prevented. In this case, since the excessive temperature 
increase in the electrode, from which heat radiation is pre 
vented as described above, is suppressed, deterioration of the 
electrode on the reflecting mirror side can be Suppressed. 

In the driving method for a discharge lamp described 
above, preferably, the predetermined condition is satisfied 
when a cumulative lighting time of the discharge lamp 
exceeds a predetermined reference time. 

In this case, when the cumulative lighting time of the 
discharge lamp exceeds the reference time, the anode duty 
ratio is set to be higher. Therefore, formation of a projection 
is accelerated for the electrode that has deteriorated due to the 
long cumulative lighting time, and an excessive temperature 
increase is Suppressed for the electrode that has not deterio 
rated yet because the cumulative lighting time is short. As a 
result, deterioration of the electrode can be Suppressed, and a 
drop in the stability of arc caused by deterioration of the 
electrode can be suppressed. 

In the driving method for a discharge lamp described 
above, it is preferable to further include: detecting a deterio 
ration state of the electrode according to the use of the dis 
charge lamp; and determining whether or not the predeter 
mined condition is satisfied on the basis of the deterioration 
State. 

In this case, the anode duty ratio is set to be higher on the 
basis of the deterioration state of the electrode. Therefore, 
formation of a projection is accelerated for the electrode that 
has deteriorated, and an excessive temperature increase is 
suppressed for the electrode that has not deteriorated yet. As 
a result, deterioration of the electrode can be suppressed, and 
a drop in the stability of arc caused by deterioration of the 
electrode can be suppressed. 

In this case, preferably, the deterioration state is detected 
on the basis of a voltage applied between the two electrodes in 
Supplying predetermined power between the two electrodes. 

In general, when the electrode deteriorates, the arc length 
increases. As a result, a Voltage applied in Supplying the 
predetermined power rises. Therefore, according to the driv 
ing method described above, the deterioration state of the 
electrode can be detected more easily. 

In the driving method for a discharge lamp described 
above, preferably, the period of the polarity switching is 
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maintained as a constant value within one modulation period 
for which the modulation is performed. 

In this case, the polar Switching period is maintained as a 
constant value within the modulation period. Therefore, since 
the anode duty ratio can be modulated by a typical pulse width 
modulation circuit, it becomes easier to modulate the anode 
duty ratio. 

In addition, the invention may also be realized in various 
forms. For example, the invention may be realized as a driving 
device for a discharge lamp, a light source device using a 
discharge lamp and a control method thereof, and an image 
display device using the light source device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention will be described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, wherein like numbers reference like 
elements. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating the configuration of 
a projector in a first example of the invention. 

FIG. 2 is an explanatory view illustrating the configuration 
of a light Source device. 

FIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration of a 
discharge lamp driving device. 

FIG. 4 is an explanatory view illustrating how a duty ratio 
of an AC pulse current is modulated. 

FIGS. 5A and 5B are explanatory views illustrating how 
the anode duty ratio is modulated to drive a discharge lamp. 

FIGS. 6A and 6B are explanatory views illustrating how a 
deterioration state of a discharge lamp is detected by a lamp 
Voltage. 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the flow of processing 
when a modulation range determining portion determines a 
modulation range. 

FIG. 8 is a graph illustrating how the modulation range of 
the anode duty ratio extends according to an increase in lamp 
Voltage. 

FIG. 9 is an explanatory view illustrating the relationship 
between a maximum value of an anode duty ratio of a main 
mirror side electrode and the amount of change of anode duty 
ratio. 

FIG. 10 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in a first period. 

FIG. 11 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in a second period. 

FIG. 12 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in a third period. 

FIG. 13 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in a fourth period. 

FIGS. 14A to 14D are explanatory views illustrating how a 
change in the anode duty ratio affects a discharge electrode. 

FIG. 15 is an explanatory view illustrating the relationship 
between a maximum value of an anode duty ratio of a main 
mirror side electrode and a step time in a second example. 

FIG. 16 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in the first period. 

FIG. 17 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in the second period. 

FIG. 18 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in the third period. 

FIG. 19 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in the fourth period. 
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4 
DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 

EMBODIMENTS 

Hereinafter, an embodiment of the invention will be 
described through examples in the following order. 
A. First example 
B. Second example 
C. Modifications 

A. First Example 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating the configuration of 
a projector 1000 in a first example of the invention. The 
projector 1000 includes a light source device 100, an illumi 
nation optical system 310, a color separation optical system 
320, three liquid crystal light valves 330R, 330G, and 330B, 
a cross dichroic prism 340, and a projection optical system 
350. 
The light source device 100 has a light source unit 110 to 

which a discharge lamp 500 is attached and a discharge lamp 
driving device 200 that drives the discharge lamp 500. The 
discharge lamp 500 receives power from the discharge lamp 
driving device 200 to emit light. The light source unit 110 
emits discharged light of the discharge lamp 500 toward the 
illumination optical system 310. In addition, the specific con 
figurations and functions of the light source unit 110 and 
discharge lamp driving device 200 will be described later. 
The light emitted from the light source unit 110 has uni 

form illuminance by the illumination optical system 310, and 
the light emitted from the light source unit 110 is polarized in 
one direction by the illumination optical system 310. The 
light which has the uniform illuminance and is polarized in 
one direction through the illumination optical system 310 is 
separated into color light components with three colors of red 
(R), green (G), and blue (B) by the color separation optical 
system 320. The color light components with three colors 
separated by the color separation optical system 320 are 
modulated by the corresponding liquid crystal light valves 
330R, 330G, and 330B, respectively. The color light compo 
nents with three color modulated by the liquid crystal light 
valves 330R,330G, and 330B are mixed by the cross dichroic 
prism 340 to be then incident on the projection optical system 
350. When the projection optical system 350 projects the 
incident light onto a screen (not shown), an image as a full 
color image in which images modulated by the liquid crystal 
light valves 330R,330G, and 330B are mixed is displayed on 
the screen. In addition, although the color light components 
with the three colors are separately modulated by the three 
liquid crystal light valves 330R, 330G, and 330B in the first 
example, modulation of light may also be performed by one 
liquid crystal light valve provided with a color filter. In this 
case, the color separation optical system 320 and the cross 
dichroic prism 340 may be omitted. 

FIG. 2 is an explanatory view illustrating the configuration 
of the light source device 100. The light source device 100 has 
the light source unit 110 and the discharge lamp driving 
device 200 as described above. The light source unit 110 
includes the discharge lamp 500, a main reflecting mirror 112 
having a spheroidal reflecting Surface, and a parallelizing lens 
114 that makes emitted light almost parallel light beams. 
However, the reflecting surface of the main reflecting mirror 
112 does not necessarily need to be a spheroidal shape. For 
example, the reflecting Surface of the main reflecting mirror 
112 may have a paraboloidal shape. In this case, the parallel 
izing lens 114 may be omitted if a light emitting portion of the 
discharge lamp 500 is placed on a so-called focal point of a 
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paraboloidal mirror. The main reflecting mirror 112 and the 
discharge lamp 500 are bonded to each other with an inor 
ganic adhesive 116. 
The discharge lamp 500 is formed by bonding a discharge 

lamp body 510 and an auxiliary reflecting mirror 520, which 
has a spherical reflecting Surface, with an inorganic adhesive 
522. The discharge lamp body 510 is formed of a glass mate 
rial. Such as quartz glass. Two discharge electrodes 532 and 
542 formed of an electrode material using high-melting-point 
metal. Such as tungsten, two connecting members 534 and 
544, and two electrode terminals 536 and 546 are provided in 
the discharge lamp body 510. The discharge electrodes 532 
and 542 are disposed such that tips thereof face each other in 
a discharge space 512 formed in the middle of the discharge 
lamp body 510. Rare gas orgas containing mercury or a metal 
halogen compound is injected as a discharge medium into the 
discharge space 512. The connecting member 534 is a mem 
ber that electrically connects the discharge electrode 532 with 
the electrodeterminal 536, and the connecting member 544 is 
a member that electrically connects the discharge electrode 
542 with the electrode terminal 546. 
The electrode terminals 536 and 546 of the discharge lamp 

500 are connected to the discharge lamp driving device 200, 
respectively. The discharge lamp driving device 200 supplies 
a pulsed alternating current (AC pulse current) to the elec 
trode terminals 536 and 546. When the AC pulse current is 
supplied to the electrode terminals 536 and 546, arc AR 
occurs between the tips of the two discharge electrodes 532 
and 542 in the discharge space 512. The arc AR makes light 
emitted from the position, at which the arc AR has occurred, 
toward all directions. The auxiliary reflecting mirror 520 
reflects light, which is emitted in a direction of one discharge 
electrode 542, toward the main reflecting mirror 112. The 
degree of parallelization of light emitted from the light source 
unit 110 can be further increased by reflecting the light emit 
ted in the direction of the discharge electrode 542 toward the 
main reflecting mirror 112 as described above. Moreover, in 
the following description, the discharge electrode 542 on a 
side where the auxiliary reflecting mirror 520 is provided is 
also referred to as the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542, 
and the other discharge electrode 532 is also referred to as the 
main mirror side electrode 532. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration of 

the discharge lamp driving device 200. The discharge lamp 
driving device 200 has a driving control unit 210 and a light 
ing circuit 220. The driving control unit 210 functions as a 
computer including a CPU 610, a ROM 620 and a RAM 630, 
a timer 640, an output port 650 for outputting a control signal 
to the lighting circuit 220, and an input port 660 for acquiring 
a signal from the lighting circuit 220. The CPU 610 of the 
driving control unit 210 executes a program stored in the 
ROM 620 on the basis of an output of the timer 640. Thus, the 
CPU 610 realizes a function of an anode duty ratio modulat 
ing portion 612 and a function of a modulation range deter 
mining portion 614. In addition, the functions of the anode 
duty ratio modulating portion 612 and modulation range 
determining portion 614 will be described later. 
The lighting circuit 220 has an inverter 222 that generates 

an AC pulse current. The lighting circuit 220 supplies an AC 
pulse current with constant power (for example, 200W) to the 
discharge lamp 500 by controlling the inverter 222 on the 
basis of a control signal Supplied from the driving control unit 
210 through the output port 650. Specifically, the lighting 
circuit 220 controls the inverter 222 to generate an AC pulse 
current corresponding to power Supply conditions (for 
example, a frequency, a duty ratio, and a current waveform of 
the AC pulse current) designated by the control signal in the 
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6 
inverter 222. The lighting circuit 220 supplies the AC pulse 
current generated by the inverter 222 to the discharge lamp 
SOO. 
The anode duty ratio modulating portion 612 of the driving 

control unit 210 modulates the duty ratio of the AC pulse 
current within a modulation period (for example, 200 sec 
onds) set beforehand. FIG. 4 is an explanatory view illustrat 
ing how the duty ratio of the AC pulse current is modulated. 
The graph of FIG. 4 shows temporal changes of anode duty 
ratios Dam and Das. Here, the anode duty ratios Dam and Das 
are ratios of time (anode time), for which the two electrodes 
532 and 542 operate as anodes, to one period of the AC pulse 
current, respectively. In the graph of FIG.4, a solid line shows 
the anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 
532, and a broken line shows the anode duty ratio Das of the 
auxiliary mirror side electrode 542. 

In the example shown in FIG. 4, the anode duty ratio 
modulating portion 612 (FIG. 3) changes the anode duty 
ratios Dam and Das by a predetermined change width (2%) 
whenevera step time Ts (10 seconds) corresponding to /20 of 
a modulation period Tm (200 seconds) elapses. Thus, by 
modulating the anode duty ratios Dam and Das within the 
modulation period Tm, uneven deposition of an electrode 
material on an inner wall of the discharge space 512 (FIG. 2) 
can be suppressed. By Suppressing the uneven deposition of 
the electrode material, it becomes possible to Suppress abnor 
mal discharge caused by a variation in the amount of light of 
the discharge lamp 500 or growth of needle-like crystal of the 
electrode material. Moreover, in the first example, the modu 
lation period Tm is set to 200 seconds and the step time Ts is 
set to 10 seconds. In this case, the modulation period Tm and 
the step time Ts may be suitably changed on the basis of a 
characteristic, a power Supply condition, and the like of the 
discharge lamp 500. 
As is apparent from FIG. 4, in the first example, a maxi 

mum value of the anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror 
side electrode 532 is set to be higher than that of the anode 
duty ratio Das of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542. 
However, the maximum values of the anode duty ratios of the 
two discharge electrodes 532 and 542 do not necessarily need 
to be different. However, when the maximum values of the 
anode duty ratios are made high, the highest temperatures of 
the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 are increased as will be 
described later. On the other hand, when the discharge lamp 
500 having the auxiliary reflecting mirror 520 is used as 
shown in FIG. 2, the heat from the auxiliary mirror side 
electrode 542 becomes difficult to be emitted. Therefore, it is 
more preferable to set the maximum value of the anode duty 
ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 higher than 
that of the anode duty ratio Das of the auxiliary mirror side 
electrode 542 from a point of view that an excessive tempera 
ture increase in the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 can be 
Suppressed. Moreover, in general, when the temperature of 
one of the discharge electrodes 532 and 534 becomes higher 
than that of the other one due to an influence of a cooling 
method or the like in driving the two discharge electrodes 532 
and 542 in the same operating condition, it is more preferable 
to make the anode duty ratio of the one discharge electrode 
lower than that of the other one. 

Furthermore, in the first example, the anode duty ratio Dam 
of the main mirror side electrode 532 increases for every step 
time Ts in the first half of the modulation period Tm and 
decreases for every step time Ts in the second half. However, 
the change pattern of the anode duty ratios Dam and Das is not 
necessarily limited thereto. For example, the anode duty ratio 
Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 may be made to 
monotonically increase or monotonically decrease within the 
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modulation period Tm. However, it is more preferable to 
make the amount of change in the anode duty ratios Dam and 
Das for every step time Ts constant as shown in FIG. 4 from 
a point of view that the thermal shock applied to the discharge 
lamp 500 can be reduced. 

FIGS. 5A and 5B are explanatory views illustrating how 
the anode duty ratio is modulated to drive the discharge lamp 
500. FIG.5A is different from FIG. 4 in thattemporal changes 
in the anode duty ratios Dam and Das are shown for only one 
modulation period (1 Tm). Since the other points are almost 
similar to those described in FIG. 4, an explanation thereof 
will be omitted. FIG. 5B is a graph illustrating a temporal 
change of an operating state of the main mirror side electrode 
532 in three periods T1 to T3 in which the anode duty ratio 
Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 in FIG.5A is set to 
different values (45%, 55%, and 65%). 
As shown in FIG. 5B, in all of the three periods T1 to T3 

with the different anode duty ratios Dam, the switching 
period Tp in which the polarity of the main mirror side elec 
trode 532 is switched is constant. Thus, in the first example, a 
frequency (f=1/Tp) of the AC pulse current is set to a fixed 
frequency (for example, 80 Hz) over the whole period of the 
modulation period Tm. On the other hand, anode times Tal to 
Ta3 of the main mirror side electrode 532 are set to different 
values in the periods T1 to T3 with the different anode duty 
ratios Dam. Thus, in the first example, modulation of the 
anode duty ratio Dam is performed by changing the anode 
time Tawhile keeping the frequency fof the AC pulse current 
constant. In addition, the frequency fof the AC pulse current 
does not necessarily need to be constant. However, it is more 
preferable to make the frequency fof the AC pulse current 
constant from a point of view that the anode duty ratio can be 
modulated using a typical pulse width modulation circuit. 

In the first example, the modulation range determining 
portion 614 (FIG. 3) of the driving control unit 210 changes a 
range of the anode duty ratio, which is set within the modu 
lation period Tim (modulation range), on the basis of a dete 
rioration state of the discharge lamp 500. Specifically, the 
CPU 610 acquires, through the input port 660, a lamp voltage 
as a parameter indicating the deterioration state of the dis 
charge lamp 500. Here, the lamp voltage refers to a voltage 
between the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 when driving 
the discharge lamp 500 with constant power. The modulation 
range determining portion 614 determines a modulation 
range of the duty ratio on the basis of the lamp Voltage 
(detection lamp Voltage) acquired as described above. The 
CPU 610 controls the lighting circuit 220 such that the anode 
duty ratio is changed for every step time Ts on the basis of the 
modulation range determined by the modulation range deter 
mining portion 614. In addition, a method of determining a 
modulation range of the anode duty ratio using the modula 
tion range determining portion 614 will be described later. 

FIGS. 6A and 6B are explanatory views illustrating how 
the deterioration state of the discharge lamp 500 is detected 
by the lamp voltage. FIG. 6A illustrates the shapes of tips of 
the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 in an initial state. FIG. 
6B illustrates the shapes of the tips of the discharge electrodes 
532 and 542 in a state where the discharge lamp 500 has 
deteriorated. As shown in FIG. 6A, in the initial state, dome 
like projections 538 and 548 are formed on the tips of the 
discharge electrodes 532 and 542 so as to protrude toward the 
opposite discharge electrodes, respectively. 

In this case, the arc AR caused by discharge between the 
discharge electrodes 532 and 542 occurs between the two 
projections 538 and 548. As the discharge lamp 500 is used, 
electrode materials evaporate from the projections 538 and 
548 and the tips of projections 538a and 548a become flat as 
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8 
shown in FIG. 6B. When the tips of the projections 538a and 
548a become flat, the length of discharge arc ARa increases. 
As a result, a Voltage between electrodes required to Supply 
the same power, that is, a lamp Voltage, rises. Thus, the lamp 
voltage rises gradually as the discharge lamp 500 deterio 
rates. Therefore, in the first example, the lamp Voltage is used 
as a parameter indicating the deterioration state of the dis 
charge lamp 500. 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the flow of processing 
when the modulation range determining portion 614 deter 
mines a modulation range of the anode duty ratio. This pro 
cessing is always executed in the discharge lamp driving 
device 200 when the projector 1000 starts or while the dis 
charge lamp 500 is lighting. However, the processing for 
determining the modulation range does not necessarily need 
to be executed all the time. For example, the processing for 
determining the modulation range may also be executed when 
the CPU 610 receives an interval signal by configuring the 
timer 640 (FIG. 3) to generate the interval signal whenever a 
predetermined lighting time (for example, 10 hours) of the 
discharge lamp 500 elapses. 

In step S110, the modulation range determining portion 
614 acquires set states of a modulation range of an anode duty 
ratio and an upper limit (upper-limit lamp Voltage) of a lamp 
Voltage. The set states may be acquired, for example, by 
referring to a memory (not shown) included in the driving 
control unit 210. Then, in step S120, the modulation range 
determining portion 614 acquires the lamp Voltage (detection 
lamp voltage) that the CPU 610 has acquired through the 
input port 660. 

In step S130, the modulation range determining portion 
614 determines whether or not the acquired detection lamp 
Voltage is equal to or Smaller than the upper-limit lamp Volt 
age. When the detection lamp Voltage exceeds the upper-limit 
lamp voltage, the control proceeds to step S140. On the other 
hand, when the detection lamp Voltage is equal to or Smaller 
than the upper-limit lamp Voltage, the control returns to step 
S120 and the processing of steps S120 and S130 is repeatedly 
executed until the detection lamp Voltage exceeds the upper 
limit lamp Voltage. 

In step S140, the modulation range determining portion 
614 extends the modulation range of the anode duty ratio. 
Subsequently, in step S150, the modulation range determin 
ing portion 614 changes setting of the upper-limit lamp Volt 
age. After the change of setting of the upper-limit lamp Volt 
age in step S150, the control returns to step S120 and the 
processing of steps S120 to S150 is repeatedly executed. 
As is apparent from the flow chart shown in FIG. 7, the 

modulation range determining portion 614 changes the 
modulation range of the anode duty ratio when the detection 
lamp Voltage exceeds the upper-limit lamp Voltage. For this 
reason, the modulation range determining portion 614 may 
also be referred to as a modulation range changing portion 
that changes the modulation range. 

FIG. 8 is an explanatory view illustrating how the modu 
lation range of the anode duty ratio extends according to an 
increase in lamp Voltage by the modulation range determina 
tion processing shown in FIG. 7. FIG. 8 is a graph illustrating 
the relationship between a lamp Voltage Vp and a modulation 
range of the anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side 
electrode 532. In the example shown in FIG. 8, in the initial 
state of the discharge lamp 500, the upper-limit lamp voltage 
is set to 80 V and the modulation range of the anode duty ratio 
Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 is set to a range of 
45% to 65%. Accordingly, in a first period until the lamp 
voltage Vp reaches 80V from the initial state (about 65V), the 
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modulation range of the anode duty ratio Dam of the main 
mirror side electrode 532 is set between 45% and 65%. 
When the lamp voltage Vp gradually rises with lighting of 

the discharge lamp 500 to exceed the upper-limit lamp volt 
age (80 V) of the first period, the modulation range of the 
anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 
extends in step S140 of FIG. 7 and the upper-limit lamp 
voltage changes in step S150. Specifically, as shown in FIG. 
8, in a second period for which the detection lamp voltage Vp 
exceeds 80 V, the modulation range of the anode duty ratio 
Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 changes to a range 
of 40% to 70%. Moreover, the upper-limit lamp voltage is set 
to 90 V in the second period. 

In a third period for which the lamp voltage Vp further 
exceeds the upper-limit lamp voltage (90 V) of the second 
period, the modulation range of the anode duty ratio Dam of 
the main mirror side electrode 532 further extends to be set to 
a range of 35% to 75%. In addition, the upper-limit lamp 
voltage is set to 110 V. Similarly, in a fourth period for which 
the lamp Voltage Vp exceeds the upper-limit lamp Voltage 
(110 V) of the third period, the modulation range of the anode 
duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 is set to 
a range of 30% to 80%. 
As shown in FIG. 8, in the first example, when the lamp 

Voltage Vp rises to exceed the upper-limit lamp Voltage, the 
maximum value of the anode duty ratio Dam of the main 
mirror side electrode 532 is set higher and the minimum value 
thereof is set lower. Accordingly, the anode duty ratio Das of 
the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 is also set higher. 
However, depending on the characteristics of discharge 
lamps, such as the types of the discharge lamps or the shapes 
of discharge electrodes, the modulation ranges of the anode 
duty ratios Dam and Das may also be changed in patters 
different from the pattern shown in FIG.8. For example, when 
the temperature of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 is 
difficult to rise excessively and an electrode material of the 
auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 is difficult to evaporate 
due to the shape, material, or other environmental factors, the 
maximum value of the anode duty ratio Das of the auxiliary 
mirror side electrode 542 may be further increased. On the 
contrary, when the temperature of the main mirror side elec 
trode 532 is difficult to fall excessively and an electrode 
material of the main mirror side electrode 532 easily evapo 
rates due to the shape, material, or other environmental fac 
tors, the maximum value of the anode duty ratio Dam of the 
main mirror side electrode 532 may not be increased. In 
general, the anode duty ratios Dam and Das of at least one of 
the two discharge electrodes 532 and 542 are preferably set 
high within the modulation period Tm. 

FIG. 9 is a graph illustrating the relationship between a 
maximum value of the anode duty ratio of the main mirror 
side electrode 532 and a change width of anode duty ratio 
(amount of duty ratio change) for every step time Ts (FIG. 4). 
In the first example, as shown in FIG. 9, the amount of duty 
ratio change for every step time Ts is set high in order to make 
the maximum value of the anode duty ratio high. 

FIG. 10 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 
duty ratio is modulated in the first period shown in FIG. 8. 
FIG. 10 is almost the same as FIG. 5A. As shown in FIG. 10, 
the anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 
532 is modulated in a range of 45% to 65% in the first period. 
Accordingly, the anode duty ratio Das of the auxiliary mirror 
side electrode 542 is modulated in a range of 35% to 55% 
within the modulation period Tm. The anode duty ratio 
changes 2% for every step time (10 seconds) corresponding to 
/20 of the modulation period Tm (200 seconds). 
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FIG. 11 is an explanatory view illustrating how the anode 

duty ratio is modulated in the second period shown in FIG.8. 
FIG. 11 is different from FIG. 10 in that the modulation range 
of the anode duty ratio is wider than that in FIG. 10. The other 
points are the same as in FIG. 10. 
As shown in FIG. 11, the anode duty ratio Dam of the main 

mirror side electrode 532 is modulated in a range of 40% to 
70% in the second period. Accordingly, the anode duty ratio 
Das of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 is modulated in 
a range of 30% to 60% within the modulation period Tm. 
Similar to the first period, the anode duty ratio changes for 
every step time (10 seconds) corresponding to /20 of the 
modulation period Tm (200 seconds). However, as shown in 
FIG. 9, the amount of duty ratio change (3%) is higher than 
that in the first period (2%) in order to set the maximum value 
of the anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 
532 to 70% higher than that in the first period. 

FIGS. 12 and 13 are explanatory views illustrating how the 
anode duty ratio is modulated in the third and fourth periods 
shown in FIG.8. FIGS. 12 and 13 are different from FIG. 10 
in that the modulation ranges of the anode duty ratios Dam 
and Das are changed. The other points are the same as in FIG. 
10. As shown in FIGS. 12 and 13, the modulation ranges of 
the anode duty ratios Dam and Das are extended by setting the 
amount of duty ratio change for every step time Ts to 4% and 
5% in the third and fourth periods, respectively. 

FIGS. 14A to 14D are explanatory views illustrating how 
an increase in the anode duty ratio affects the discharge elec 
trode. FIGS. 14A and 14B illustrate the appearance of the 
main mirror side electrode 532 in a state where the main 
mirror side electrode 532 operates as an anode. FIG. 14C is a 
graph illustrating a temporal change of an operating state of 
the main mirror side electrode 532. FIG. 14D is a graph 
illustrating a temporal change of the temperature of the main 
mirror side electrode 532. 
As shown in FIGS. 14A and 14B, when the main mirror 

side electrode 532 operates as an anode, electrons are emitted 
from the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 to collide with 
the main mirror side electrode 532. By the collision of elec 
trons, the kinetic energy of electrons is converted into the heat 
energy in the main mirror side electrode 532 on the anode 
side. As a result, the temperature of the main mirror side 
electrode 532 rises. On the other hand, since the collision of 
electrons does not occur in the auxiliary mirror side electrode 
542 on the cathode side, the temperature of the auxiliary 
mirror side electrode 542 decreases due to heat conduction, 
emission, and the like. Similarly, in a period for which the 
main mirror side electrode 532 operates as a cathode, the 
temperature of the main mirror side electrode 532 falls and 
the temperature of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 
1SS. 

Accordingly, if the anode duty ratio of the main mirror side 
electrode 532 is made high as shown in FIG. 14C, a period for 
which the temperature of the main mirror side electrode 532 
rises becomes long and a period for which the temperature of 
the main mirror side electrode 532 falls becomes short as 
shown in FIG. 14D. By setting the anode duty ratio of the 
main mirror side electrode 532 high as described above, the 
highest temperature of the main mirror side electrode 532 is 
increased. When the highest temperature of the main mirror 
side electrode 532 is increased, a melted portion MR formed 
by melting of the electrode material is generated at the tip of 
a projection 538b as shown in FIG. 14B. The melted portion 
MR formed by melting of the electrode material has a dome 
shape due to the surface tension. Therefore, as shown in FIG. 
14A, the dome-like projection 538b is formed again from the 
projection 538a with a flat tip. 
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In the first example, as shown in FIG. 8, the maximum 
value of the anode duty ratio of the main mirror side electrode 
532 is set to be higher than that in the first period as the lamp 
voltage Vp rises. Thus, by setting the anode duty ratio of the 
main mirror side electrode 532 in the second to fourth peri 
ods, in which the lamp Voltage Vp has increased, to be higher 
than that in the initial first period, the dome-like projection 
538b is formed again from the projection 538a (FIG. 14A) 
made flat by lighting of the discharge lamp 500. Moreover, as 
shown in FIG. 8, in the second to fourth periods, the minimum 
value of the anode duty ratio of the main mirror side electrode 
532 is set to be lower than that in the first period. Accordingly, 
a maximum value of an anode duty ratio of a second discharge 
electrode in the second to fourth periods is also set to be 
higher than that in the first period, such that a dome-like 
projection is also formed again in the auxiliary mirror side 
electrode 542. 

In general, when the tips of the projections 538 and 548 are 
made flat, the position where arc occurs becomes unstable. As 
a result, a possibility that the position of arc will move during 
lighting, that is, a possibility of so-called arc jump increases. 
In the first example, as shown in FIG. 6B, when the tips of the 
projections 538a and 548a become flat to cause the lamp 
Voltage to rise, the maximum values of the anode duty ratios 
of the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 are set to higher 
values. Accordingly, when the dome-like projection 538b is 
formed again as shown in FIG. 14B, arc occurs stably 
between the tips of the projections. 

Thus, in the first example, the modulation range of the 
anode duty ratio is extended Such that both maximum values 
of the anode duty ratios Dam and Das of the two discharge 
electrodes 532 and 542 increase as the lamp voltage rises. 
Accordingly, re-formation of a projection is accelerated for 
the discharge lamp 500 that has deteriorated, and the progress 
of deterioration caused by an excessive temperature increase 
in the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 is suppressed for the 
discharge lamp 500 that has not deteriorated yet. As a result, 
it becomes easy to make the discharge lamp 500 light stably 
over a longer period of time. 

B. Second Example 

FIG. 15 is an explanatory view illustrating the relationship 
between a maximum value of an anode duty ratio of the main 
mirror side electrode 532 and a time interval (that is, step time 
Ts) in which the anode duty ratio changes in a second 
example. The second example is different from the first 
example, in which the maximum values of the anode duty 
ratios Dam and Das are changed by changing the amount of 
duty ratio change while keeping the step time Ts constant, in 
a point that the maximum values of the anode duty ratios Dam 
and Das are changed by changing the step time Ts while 
keeping the amount of duty ratio change constant. The other 
points are the same as in the first example. 

FIGS. 16 to 19 are explanatory views illustrating how the 
anode duty ratio is modulated in the second example. FIGS. 
16 to 19 are graphs illustrating temporal changes of the anode 
duty ratios Dam and Das in the first to fourth periods shown in 
FIG. 8, respectively. 
As shown in FIG.16, in the first period (refer to FIG. 8), the 

step time Ts is set to 25 seconds and the amount of duty ratio 
change is set to 5%. Accordingly, in the first period, the anode 
duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 is 
modulated in a range of 45% to 65% and the anode duty ratio 
Das of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 is modulated in 
a range of 35% to 55%. 
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Subsequently, in the second period for which the lamp 

voltage exceeds 80 V, the step time Ts is set to about 16.7 
seconds (50/3 seconds) as shown in FIG. 17. Moreover, the 
amount of duty ratio change is set to 5% which is the same as 
that in the first period. Accordingly, in the second period, the 
anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side electrode 532 is 
modulated in a range of 40% to 70% and the anode duty ratio 
Das of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 is modulated in 
a range of 30% to 60%. 

In the third period for which the lamp voltage exceeds 90V. 
the step time Ts is set to 12.5 seconds as shown in FIG. 18. 
Moreover, the amount of duty ratio change is set to 5% which 
is the same as that in the first period. Accordingly, in the third 
period, the anode duty ratio Dam of the main mirror side 
electrode 532 is modulated in a range of 35% to 75% and the 
anode duty ratio Das of the auxiliary mirror side electrode 542 
is modulated in a range of 25% to 65%. 

Then, in the fourth period for which the lamp voltage 
exceeds 110 V, the step time Ts is set to 10 seconds as shown 
in FIG. 19. Moreover, the amount of duty ratio change is set 
to 5% which is the same as that in the first period. Accord 
ingly, in the fourth period, the anode duty ratio Dam of the 
main mirror side electrode 532 is modulated in a range of 30% 
to 80% and the anode duty ratio Das of the auxiliary mirror 
side electrode 542 is modulated in a range of 20% to 70%. 

Thus, in the second example, when the lamp Voltage rises, 
the number of times of duty ratio change within the modula 
tion period Tm is increased by shortening the step time Ts 
while keeping the amount of duty ratio change constant. 
Then, the maximum values of the anode duty ratios Dam and 
Das are set to be higher according to an increase of the lamp 
Voltage, similar to the first example. Accordingly, also in the 
second example, re-formation of a projection is accelerated 
for the discharge lamp 500 that has deteriorated, and the 
progress of deterioration caused by an excessive temperature 
increase in the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 is suppressed 
for the discharge lamp 500 that has not deteriorated yet. As a 
result, it becomes easy to make the discharge lamp 500 light 
stably over a longer period of time. 

Furthermore, in the second example, the step time is short 
ened in a state where the modulation range of the anode duty 
ratio is wide. Accordingly, since a period for which the anode 
duty ratio is high is shortened, an excessive temperature 
increase in the discharge electrodes 532 and 542 can be sup 
pressed. 

C. Modifications 

In addition, the invention is not limited to the above-de 
scribed examples and embodiments, but various modifica 
tions may be made within the scope without departing from 
the subject matter or spirit of the invention. For example, the 
following modifications may also be made. 

C1. First Modification 

A deterioration state of the discharge lamp 500 is detected 
using the lamp Voltage in the above examples. However, the 
deterioration state of the discharge lamp 500 may also be 
detected in other methods. For example, the deterioration 
state of the discharge lamp 500 may be detected on the basis 
of occurrence of the arc jump caused by flattening of the 
projections 538a and 548a (FIGS. 6A and 6B). Alternatively, 
the deterioration state of the discharge lamp 500 may be 
detected on the basis of a decrease in the amount of light 
caused by deposition of an electrode material on the inner 
wall of the discharge space 512 (FIG. 2). The occurrence of 
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arc jump or the decrease in the amount of light may be 
detected using an optical sensor, Such as a photodiode, dis 
posed adjacent to the discharge lamp 500. 

C2. Second Modification 

In the above examples, the lamp Voltage, that is, the dete 
rioration state of the discharge lamp 500 is detected and the 
modulation range of the anode duty ratio is changed on the 
basis of the detection result as shown in FIG.8. However, the 
modulation range may also be changed on the basis of other 
conditions. For example, the modulation range of the anode 
duty ratio may be changed when the cumulative lighting time 
of the discharge lamp 500 measured by the timer 640 exceeds 
a predetermined reference time (for example, 500 hours). In 
this manner, an excessive temperature increase in a discharge 
electrode that has not deteriorated yet is Suppressed, and 
formation of a projection is accelerated for a discharge elec 
trode that has deteriorated. As a result, it becomes easy to 
make the discharge lamp 500 light stably over alonger period 
of time. In this case, the predetermined reference time may be 
suitably set on the basis of the life of the discharge lamp 500, 
an experiment on the progress of deterioration of the dis 
charge electrode, and the like. 

C3. Third Modification 

In the above examples, the liquid crystal light valves 330R, 
330G, and 330B are used as light modulating units in the 
projector 1000 (FIG. 1). However, other arbitrary modulating 
units, such as a DMD (digital micromirror device; trademark 
of Texas Instruments, Inc.), may also be used as the light 
modulating units. In addition, the invention may also be 
applied to various kinds of image display devices including a 
liquid crystal display device, exposure devices, or illuminat 
ing devices as long as these devices use discharge lamps as 
light sources. 
The entire disclosure of Japanese Patent Application No. 

2008-399.10, filed Feb. 21, 2008 is expressly incorporated by 
reference herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A driving method for a discharge lamp that lights by 

performing discharge between two electrodes while alter 
nately Switching a polarity of a Voltage applied between the 
two electrodes, comprising: 

modulating an anode duty ratio, which is a ratio of an anode 
time for which one of the electrodes operates as an anode 
in one period of the polarity Switching, within a prede 
termined range; and 

changing the predetermined range to make a maximum 
value of the modulated anode duty ratio higher than a 
maximum value of an initial anode duty ratio of the 
discharge lamp when a predetermined condition is sat 
isfied. 

2. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 
claim 1, 

wherein in the modulation of the anode duty ratio, a change 
width of the anode duty ratio per change of the anode 
duty ratio is constant, and 

when the predetermined condition is satisfied, the maxi 
mum value of the anode duty ratio is increased by 
increasing the number of times of change for increasing 
the anode duty ratio in one modulation period for which 
the modulation is performed. 
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3. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 

claim 1, 
wherein the discharge lamp has a condition in which an 

operating temperature of one of the two electrodes is 
higher than that of the other electrode, and 

an anode duty ratio in the one electrode is set to be lower 
than that in the other electrode. 

4. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 
claim 3, 

wherein the discharge lamp has a reflecting mirror that 
reflects light emitted between the electrodes toward the 
other electrode side. 

5. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 
claim 1, 

wherein the predetermined condition is satisfied when a 
cumulative lighting time of the discharge lamp exceeds 
a predetermined reference time. 

6. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 
claim 1, further comprising: 

detecting a deterioration state of the electrode according to 
the use of the discharge lamp; and 

determining whether or not the predetermined condition is 
satisfied on the basis of the deterioration state. 

7. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 
claim 6. 

wherein the deterioration state is detected on the basis of a 
Voltage applied between the two electrodes in Supplying 
predetermined power between the two electrodes. 

8. The driving method for a discharge lamp according to 
claim 1, 

wherein the period of the polarity switching is maintained 
as a constant value within one modulation period for 
which the modulation is performed. 

9. A driving device for a discharge lamp, comprising: 
a discharge lamp lighting unit that makes the discharge 

lamp light by Supplying the power between two elec 
trodes of the discharge lamp; and 

a power Supply control unit that controls a power Supply 
state of the discharge lamp lighting unit, 

the discharge lamp lighting unit includes a polarity Switch 
ing portion that alternately Switches a polarity of a Volt 
age applied between the electrodes, and 

the power Supply control unit includes: 
an anode duty ratio modulating portion that modulates 

an anode duty ratio, which is a ratio of an anode time 
for which one of the electrodes operates as an anode in 
one period of the polarity Switching, within a prede 
termined range; and 

a modulation range changing portion that changes the 
predetermined range to make a maximum value of the 
modulated anode duty ratio higher than a maximum 
value of an initial anode duty ratio of the discharge 
lamp when a predetermined condition is satisfied. 

10. A light source device, comprising: 
a discharge lamp: 
a discharge lamp lighting unit that makes the discharge 

lamp light by Supplying the power between two elec 
trodes of the discharge lamp; and 

a power Supply control unit that controls a power Supply 
state of the discharge lamp lighting unit, 

the discharge lamp lighting unit includes a polarity Switch 
ing portion that alternately Switches a polarity of a Volt 
age applied between the electrodes, and 

the power Supply control unit includes: 
an anode duty ratio modulating portion that modulates 

an anode duty ratio, which is a ratio of an anode time 
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for which one of the electrodes operates as an anode in the discharge lamp lighting unit includes a polarity Switch 
one period of the polarity Switching, within a prede- ing portion that alternately Switches a polarity of a Volt 
termined range; and age applied between the electrodes, and 

a modulation range changing portion that changes the the power Supply control unit includes: 
predetermined range to make a maximum value of the 5 an anode duty ratio modulating portion that modulates 
modulated anode duty ratio higher than a maximum al anode duty ratio, which is a ratio of an anode time 
value of an initial anode duty ratio of the discharge for which one of the electrodes operates as an anodein 
lamp when a predetermined condition is satisfied. one period of the polarity Switching, within a prede 

termined range; and 
10 a modulation range changing portion that changes the 

predetermined range to make a maximum value of the 
modulated anode duty ratio higher than a maximum 
value of an initial anode duty ratio of the discharge 
lamp when a predetermined condition is satisfied. 

11. An image display device, comprising: 
a discharge lamp as a light source for image display; 
a discharge lamp lighting unit that makes the discharge 

lamp light by Supplying the power between two elec 
trodes of the discharge lamp; and 

a power Supply control unit that controls a power Supply 
state of the discharge lamp lighting unit, k . . . . 


